Abstract. Various factors that can effect thermal blooming in stagnation zone situations are examined, including stagnation-zone motion, longitudinal air motion in the neighborhood of the stagnation zone, and the effects o f scenario noncoplanarity. O f these effects, only the last offers reasonable hope o f reducing the strong thermal blooming that normally accompanies stagnation zones; in particular, noncoplanarity should benefit multipulse more than cw beams. The methods of treating nonhorizontal winds hydrodynamically for cw and multipulse steady-state sources are discussed. Aspects of pulse "self-blooming" are also considered.
arrangements [1, 4] give evidence that the blooming effects of stagnation zones tend to saturate with time. Thus the beam characteristics seem to approach a kind of quasi-steady state, which is possibly a result of the steady reduction in length of the stagnation zone with time [3] . Despite the existence of these quasi-steady states, calculations for high-power beams show that stagnation zones can lead to severe beam degradation. The notion of a stagnation zone requires that the transverse wind velocity vanish at at least one position along the propagation path. There are always present, however, a number of additional effects that can prevent a completely stagnant wind condition from occurring at any position. These effects are: 1) Natural convection. 2) Motion of the stagnation point with time.
3) Longitudinal air motion at the stagnation point. 4) Vertical air motion due to noncoplanar scenario geometry.
A realistic appraisal o f the in fluence o f stagnation zones on beam propagation requires that each o f these effects be assessed and possibly incorporated into the computational model. Natural convection flow at the stagnation point is negligible for practical beam sizes and power levels, and therefore will not be considered further. Under most conditions the stagnation point is not stationary but moves in the same general direction as the target with a velocity that is little different from the target's. The parcel of air that sees a null wind speed changes with time and thus does not heat up in the manner of a stationary parcel. The influence of this stagnation-point motion on beam propagation has been found to be minimal for a cw wave-form [-1]. Stagnation-point motion turns out to be unimportant for a multipulse case examined in this paper as well. It is concluded that stagnation-point motion is unlikely to have any noticeable effect in alleviating stagnationzone blooming, since, despite the motion, a substantial propagation path exists over which wind velocities are negligible. The existence of a null transverse wind-velocity component at a stagnation point in no way guarantees a vanishing magnitude of the wind vector because a nonvanishing longitudinal component almost always exists there. Any air parcel found within the beam at the stagnation point will, as a result, exit from the beam in a finite length of time. Indeed, in coplanar geometries all wind-flow trajectories should cross the beam in two locations: one for values of z (longitudinal position) below the stagnation point zs, and the other for values above z s. The wind flow may be in either the positive-or negative-z direction. In the neighborhood of the stagnation point, the wind-flow trajectories will enter one side o f the beam, reverse direction within the beam, and exit on the same side [5] . The residence time in the beam for fluid parcels passing through the beam center at the stagnation point will necessarily depend on scenario parameters, but for some typical beam sizes and scenarios this time can be of the order of 0.5-1 s [6] . Longitudinal flow should thus be about as effective as natural convection in controlling density changes at the stagnation point. One consequence of these re-entrant wind-flow trajectories is that air densities for z values greater than zs could be influenced hydrodynamically by densities for z values less than z S; but, in practical cases, the re-entrant times--except perhaps in the immediate neighborhood of the stagnation point--would be considerably longer than times of interest. Consequently, hydrodynamic coupling between points above and below zs can be safely neglected. The existence of a position where the transverse wind velocity vanishes presupposes the extremely improbable coplanarity of the laser beam and the trajectories of its platform and the target--a situation that is clearly a limiting case of real-world situations, which are invariably noncoplanar. In the more general case of noncoplanar geometry, only the wind component along a certain transverse axis can be expected to vanish. The wind vector in the transverse plane will rotate and attain its minimum magnitude at the stagnationopoint. Since this minimum magnitude can never vanish, except in a space of measure zero, a steady state can always be defined for the governing hydrodynamic equations. Small amounts of noncoplanarity should not be expected to greatly improve cw laser performance in stagnation-zone situations but should contribute to ease in understanding and predicting it. The case of multipulse beams is another matter. As pulse-repetition frequencies are lowered, a small vertical wind component at the stagnation point becomes more and more effective in sweeping out the air between pulses. The benefits of noncoplanarity in stagnation-zone situations should thus be greater for multipulse beams than for cw beams. Methods for obtaining steady state solutions of the hydrodynamic equations for arbitrary transverse wind directions, based on Fourier techniques, are discussed in Secs. 1 and 2. The propagation of multi-pulse beams through stagnation zones is treated in Secs. 3 and 4. Scenario coplanarity is assumed in Sec. 3, but full noncoplanarity is assumed in Sec. 4. Section 5 deals with aspects of short pulse thermal blooming. Appendix A describes in detail an adaptive coordinate or lens transformation that allows a second order phase to be removed from the beam by means of an appropriate coordinate transformation. Such adaptive transformations greatly improve computational accuracy, flexibility, and economy. Appendix B describes the adaptive selection of the axial integration step size. The ingredients of a versatile atmospheric propagation computer code are summarized in Table 1 for the convenience of the interested reader. Table 1 is an updated version of a similar one that appears in [1] .
Steady-State Solutions of Hydrodynamic Equations for Arbitrary Transverse Wind Velocities: cw Steady State
Noncoplanar scenarios create effective winds whose orientation in the transverse plane varies with propagation distance z. All symmetry in the transverse plane is lost, and the x axis can no longer serve as the wind axis. The linearized hydrodynamic equations must be solved for a wind having an arbitrary direction. Pulse self-blooming is treated as in the nonsteady-state case. where a is a complex random variable and ~, is spectral density of index fluctuations.
Compensates for a portion of lens phase front with cylindrical Ta]anov lens transformation [1] . Uses in spherical case
where zf is focal length of lens, z r is focal length compensated for by Talanov transformation, and z L is focal length of initial phase front.
Spherical-aberration phase determined by CsA= 2~_ (x 2 +y2)2, or phase-screen method of Hogge et al. [6] . Phase determined as in turbulence, only Adaptive z-step selection based on limiting gradients in nonlinear contribution to phase. Constant z-step over any portion of range also possible.
General noncoplanar scenario geometry capability involving moving laser platform, moving target, and arbitrary wind direction. In coplanar case, wind can be function of t and z.
Calculates average absorption coefficient based on assumption of identical field distributions for all lines [6] Z The linearized hydrodynamic equations to be solved are
where ~,_v~, and pt represent the density, velocity, and pressure perturbations induced by laser heating, q is the d viscosity, and the total derivative ~ is defined by
Elimination of Pl and v~ yields the following equation for ~1
We are interested in the steady state or the case in which The solution for ~x is carried out in two steps : first (4) is solved with ~1 as dependent variable, and then (5) is solved for Q1. We shall restrict our attention to the subsonic case, thus obtained then becomes the source term for (5), which can be solved using the Carlson method [1] for integration along characteristics. The solution of (5) is obtained by a difference method in configuration space in preference to a Fourier transform method because the transform of Ql(x,y) will have poles whenever vxk ~ + vyky = 0. The numerical evaluation of the inverse transform will be troublesome, since these poles must be avoided. If we define
.,_ v~ (8c)
the difference equation satis fled by ~ij = ~1( iA x,jA y) can be written OG~p
Cs n Solving (11) for ~'P at a time t=mAt, where m is any integer larger than Np (below) and At is the time interval between successive pulses, gives
~1 (kx, kr, mA t) -Y -21 o~(kx ' ky ) Cs Np
The exponentials in (12) correspond to translations of the individual-pulse fluence distributions in configuration space by wind motion. The summation begins with n = 1 because the isobaric density changes created by a given pulse do not have time to develop during the pulse width, zp. The upper limit Ne is based on numerical considerations and is determined by
where N is the numerical length of the mesh used for solving the wave equation. In (13) MIN signifies the minimum of the arguments, and the square brackets represent the integer part of the arguments inside them 9 An input value of Np is useful if a true stagnation point is encountered along the propagation path. In such cases the total density change at the stagnation point can be kept bounded. For example, Ninv, t might be set equal to the actual number of pulses in a given train, in which case a true lower bound could be assigned to the intensities at the target 9
The remaining arguments in (12) prevent any pulse fluence distribution from affecting the density calculation if it has been translated by more than the minimum (physical) dimension of the computational mesh for the wave equation, i.e. MIN(NAx, NAy). The density calculation itself is carried out on a 2N x 2N mesh, which has a buffer of length N in both the x and y directions. Thus if Np satisfies condition (13), periodic "wrap-around" or positional aliasing of the density contributions by past pulses in the train is avoided 9
The summation in (12) may be evaluated directly, and ~ can be expressed in the form 2 cd(kx, k,)
The density ~)I(X, y) is obtainable from (14) by an inverse Fourier transform. This solution method is accurate, easy to implement, and efficient when used with a set of one dimensional tables of trigonometric functions. A satisfactory solution of (10) is also obtainable directly in configuration space by summing along wind characteristics the contributions to the density change from previous pulses 9 This procedure requires bilinear interpolation and is less efficient and less accurate than the corresponding Fourier method 9 The Fourier method described in the previous section, on the other hand, becomes a necessity when wind speeds approach the speed of sound.
Propagation of Multipulse Laser Beams Through Stagnation Zones in Coplanar Geometry
The following coplanar scenario was chosen to determine the sensitivity of stagnation zone thermal blooming to stagnation zone motion 9 The motion of the stagnation zone' turns out to be unimportant, but the ;~N~r "/ <;5~2~< )1 0.4s 0.5 s where Ne, N o, N s, N A, and N D represent, respectively, the Fresnel, overlap, slewing, absorption, and distortion numbers [7] . The value of the distortion number N e is quite high, and the resulting thermal blooming is about the maximum that the code can accommodate. In the present scenario, the stagnation zone and target move with a speed of 300 m/s. For a multipulse beam with v--100 s-i, the stagnation zone moves 3 m between pulses, whereas for v= 10s -1, the stagnation zone moves 30 m between pulses. It would be hoped that, in the case of lower pulse-repetition frequency, the greater movement of the stagnation zone would lead to a reduced buildup of stagnant-air density changes. This effect turns out to be minimal. The time dependence of the average intensity on target (averaged over the minimum half-power area) is shown for the case of no stagnation-zone motion in Fig. 2a and for the case with stagnation-zone motion in Fig. 2b . The calculation is carried out for six pulses. The isointensity contours for the six pulses are shown in Fig. 3 for the moving stagnation zone. The contours in the nonmoving case are so similar that they are not shown. The performance in the two cases is summarized pulse by pulse in Table 2 , where the intensity values have been averaged over the interpulse separation time, and the percent improvements in intensity indicated are for the last pulse in the train. Surprisingly, the improvements in peak and average fluence go in the opposite direction. The peak and average fluences are actually slightly higher in the nomotion case, as shown in Table 3 . This behavior is due to the large contribution that the first pulse in the train makes to the total fluence. The isofluence contours for the case with motion are Apparently in the no-motion case the subsequent pulses in the train make a greater contribution in the central region than do the corresponding pulses in the case with motion. This small difference in peak and average fluences is of little or no practical importance, and is indicative of the fact that stagnation-zone motion plays no vital role in determining thermal blooming in stagnation zones. Figure 5 shows the dependence of average intensity on time at the target range for different values of pulserepetition rate, v. Each curve begins with the time of arrival of the second pulse. (The first pulse would create a time-averaged intensity of 189 W/cm2.) It is clear that reducing v diminishes the effect of the stagnation zone. The reason obviously is that for smaller values of v the air can be swept out by wind between pulses over a greater proportion of the propagation path. Sample pulse-isointensity contours for v = 100 s-1 are displayed in Fig. 6 ; these should be compared with those for v = 10 s-1 in Fig. 3 . At the lower repetition rate, the beam has divided into two distinct spots. At the higher rate, lateral peaks are also formed but they are much less distinct. The lateral spreading of the contours as a function of time is shown in Fig. 7 . The width perpendicular to the wind is determined by measuring the maximum distance perpendicular to the wind direction between 30 % contours. In conclusion, the performance of a multipulse laser under stagnation-zone conditions can be improved by lowering the pulse-repetition frequency, but, with or without motion of the stagnation point, the thermal blooming is likely to be substantial.
Effect of Noncoplanarity of Propagation of Multipulse Beams Through Stagnation Zones
We consider again the scenario of Sec. 3. With all problem parameters the same, except that the laser is now assumed to be elevated 10m above the scenario plane. Figure 8 shows the vertical and horizontal components and magnitude of the transverse wind velocity as functions of propagation distance. Figure 9 represents, the isointensity contours in the target plane for the various repetition rates. Table 4 compares laser performance as a function of pulse-repetition frequency for the coplanar scenario and the noncoplanar scenario with a laser elevation of 10 m. In the absence of complete steady-state data for the coplanar case, we have used in Table 4 intensity values corresponding to the final times exhibited in Fig.  5 for a given value of v. Thus the improvements due to noncoplanarity shown in Table 4 are conservative estimates. It is seen from Table 4 that improvements of at least a factor of 2, conservatively estimated, are possible for all values of v. In the case of v = 10 s-1 the laser performance is even better than it would be in a vacuum. The reason is that for this pulse-repetition frequency the overlap numbers at the stagnation point is only 2, and for overlap numbers in the range 1-2 such enhancement effects for multipulse beams are well known [-6 ]. To summarize: stagnation-zone blooming for multipulse beams can be minimized by a combination of elevating the laser aperture above the scenario plane and lowering the pulse-repetition frequency.
Single-Pulse Thermal Blooming in the Triangular Pulse Approximation
The isobaric approximation for changes in air density is invalid for a single laser pulse whose duration is comparable to or less than the transit time of sound across thebeam. In this time regime--referred to as the ta-regime because of the time dependence of density changes arising from an applied constant laser-energy absorption rate--the air-density changes must be determined from the complete set of time-dependent hydrodynamic equations (1) [1, 9] . At late times in the pulse, t 3 thermal blooming tends to reduce the on-axis intensity relative to what it would be if the beam were propagating in vacuum. This reduction increases with time, and for sufficiently late times a depression appears in the center of the beam. Energy added to the pulse at later times will contribute only marginally to the on-axis fluence. Thus, for a specific peak pulse intensity, the on-axis t]uence appears to saturate as the pulse duration is stretched out more and more. These properties are best illustrated by a numerical example. Let us consider a beam that is Gaussian at z = 0 with 1/e2-intensity radius 25 cm. The beam, which is focused at 2.5kin, is assumed to be 2 x diffraction limited (2-sCaled) with )~ = 10.59 lam and = 0.3 x 10-s cm-t. The pulse is square-shaped in time and lasts 100 gs. The choice of a square-shaped pulse is convenient because a single calculation contains the complete information for all square pulses of duration shorter than the one chosen. Figure 10 shows the on-axis intensity at z=2.0km, obtained by detailed numerical solution [1] of (1). The on-axis intensity clearly drops to a negligible value before the end of the pulse, and, as a consequence, the on-axis fluence saturates as the pulse width increases, as The determination of nonisobaric contributions to the density is greatly simplified by the triangular pulse approximation [1] , in which the dependence o f the laser intensity on time is represented as an isosceles triangle with base equal to 2%. The density is required only at time t ='cp, since the laser intensity is assumed to vanish for t = 0 and t > 2~;. The density change at t = zp can be evaluated analytically in terms of a finite Fourier series representation of the laser intensity. The Fourier transform of the nonisobarically induced density change is 
where the basis functions are periodic on a square of side 2L. This allows for a buffer region that extends an additional distance L in both the x and y directions from the region of interest.
Comparison of the triangular pulse approximation and detailed pulse thermal-blooming calculations for Gaussian-shaped pulses in time have shown good agreement between the calculated fluences for weak or moderate thermal blooming [-1] . Figure 14 shows the on-axis fluence calculated for the previous example with the triangular pulse approximation (x's) and the detailed solution of (1) for square pulses in time (solid line). Despite the difference in assumed pulse shapes, the agreement between the two types of calculation is very good up until time t~50~ts, which is well above the saturation time ts = 38 gs predicted by the perturbation theory of Ulrich and Hayes [10] based on the work of Aitken et al. [11] . Above 55 I~S, or approximately 1.5t~, the beam abruptly develops spikes in its transverse spatial dependence; this indicates the breakdown o f the triangular pulse approximation, which is no longer valid When strong saturation behavior sets in. Figure 15 shows the fluence averaged over the minimum half-energy area (the area within the one-half peak energy contour) calculated with the triangular pulse approximation and with the detailed solution of (1) for square pulses. Both calculations increase initially, reach a maximum, and then turn over with increasing time. This is in part due to the increase of the area within the one-half peak energy contour with time.
There is, however, no point in believing the triangular pulse approximation beyond the time when the average fluence curve has reached a maximum, which also coincides with the onset of erratic behavior in the onaxis fluence (Fig. 14) . The perturbation theory alluded to earlier [10, 11] describes the on-axis fluence saturation for a beam that is initially Gaussian in shape and for a pulse shape that is square in time. In this theory, the expression for the on-axis intensity is /,o/z ll
where Io(z ) is the on-axis intensity for a Gaussian beam propagating in vacuum, or
Here c~ is the absorption coefficient and
where f is the focal distance and a is the radius of the original Gaussian beam. The saturation time t~ at onaxial position z is given by
where N is the refractivity, Ep is the pulse energy, and zp is the pulse duration. Since the fluence cannot be increased for pulses longer than t~, it can be argued that nothing is accomplished by making the pulse longer than t~. The fluence must be maximized instead by maximizing the product lo(z)t ~ or, equivalently, by 
This maximum allowable intensity in turn determines a critical input pulse energy at z---0 given by
where (37) has been made use of, and where t s is calculated from
If one is dealing with a multipulse laser with pulserepetition frequency v, (22) can be used to define a critical input power with
The self-consistency of the triangular pulse approximation, on the other hand, prevents the on-axis intensity from ever becoming negative, but, as previously remarked, the triangular pulse approximation breaks down for pulse energies greater than the value that maximizes the space-averaged target fluence. For this pulse energy, the average and on-axis fluences should be saturated, and further increases in pulse energy would give no return. 
Appendix A

Adaptive Lens Transformation
One key to the successful implementation of a laser-propagation code is finding a coordinate transformation that keeps the laser beam away from the calculational mesh boundary and at the same time prevents the beam from contracting to an unreasonably small fraction of the total mesh area at the focus. If one is solving the Fresnel equation by , the finite Fourier transform method, one may alternatively view the problem in terms of complementarity : one wishes to find a transformation that simultaneously keeps the beam intensity small on the mesh boundaries in configuration space and keeps the Fourier spectrum small on the mesh boundaries in k-space. If these two conditions are met, one knows from sampling theory that the numerical solution is highly accurate. The following adaptive procedure is designed to keep the intensity centroid at the center of the mesh and the intensity-weighted rms values of x and y constant with propagation distance z. These conditions can be written 
~dxdyI(x,y)
(Hereafter, all averages will be assumed to be intensity-weighted, and the subscript I will be dropped.) Conditions (A. Oz Equation (A.1) can be written
where P is the beam power given by Equations (A.13) and (A.14), which determine the desired reference phase-front parameters (A.12), can be shown to be completely equivalent to the relations used by Bradley and Hermann [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . If the optimal phase front r is now substituted for the original phase front q~0 at z,+1/2, the phase increment The contribution Xi[31(xl-<xi>) must also be added to r before the vacuum propagation calculation, but this operation may correspond to a translation of the Fourier transform g(~c~, ~cy) by a nonintegral number of steps on the k-space mesh 9 In order to avoid this, fl~/A~c x and/32~Arty are both rounded off to the nearest integer, and g(K~, tcr) is then translated on its mesh in the x and y directions by the corresponding number of steps 9 The numerical implementation of (A.13) and (A.14) requires the following computations, where j and k represent the numerical coordinates of the mesh points E = ~ lej~l~, The computations involving the variable y are carried out in an analogous manner. In the calculation o f the average phase derivative, the phase derivative is monitored at each point and limited in magnitude to a fraction of ~. This prevents rapid phase fluctuations near the mesh boundary, where intensities may be weak, from contributing disproportionately to the average 9 which is that part of the nonlinear phase front at z, + 1/2 that cannot be removed by the adaptive lens transformation. The next spatial increment Az "+ 1 is then chosen in terms of the current value A: by means of the relation The adaptive z-step algorithm just described adds greatly to the convenience o frunning problems; it often improves problem running i time, and avoids large nonlinear phase changes that can invalidate the calculation. It should not, however, be regarded as a panacea. For sufficiently high beam power and strong enough thermal blooming, the criteria (B.5)-(B.8) can be satisfied and yet the problem still goes bad. In such cases, large non-quadratic transverse zone-to-zone phase differences can accumulate over many z-steps.
